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ABSTRACT

This research was conducted as a second phase of .investigations of
capabiìities and limitations of microwave Doppler radar as a flow monitor

for particuìate solìds. txperirìents were performed to extract information

from the Doppler signaì about the average buìk density of particuìate

solids, an inportant parameter ìn rnonitoring the mass flow rate.

Different flow fields were employed incìuding the c.ircular and ring cross-

section flow fields tO study the effect of the distribution of soljd

material in the flow field, Monostatic free space configuration was

used throughout the experiments.

Two different Doppler sional processing systems, nanely, an

anaìog (on ììne), and a digital (off line), werê used to deterrnine the

RMS values of the Doppler signals and hence raclar cross-sections of columns

of wheat, moving through a plastic pipe. A commerically available tape

recorder was used for recording Doppler signaìs from the bu.lk flow of

granul ar materi al s and metal l i c cal i brati ng spheres . The recorded' data

were subsequently processed by a digital computer. Radar cross-sections

of various metall ic calìbrating spheres were determined theoretically

as well as experimentally and used for calibration of the radar system..

A computer program was developed for analysis of Doppìer signals.

The relationship between the average butk density of the coiumn of
wheat moving continuousiy through a pipe and RMS values of Doppler signals

and hence their radar òross-sections was developed and verified experimenta.l'ly.

Experimentaì results of radar cross-sect.ion as a function of the average

bulk density of wheat are presented



As a result of this research it was conclucled that a Doppler radar,

used as a flow monitor, has an excellent capabilitv for monitorinq the

flow rate of partìculate solids without rlisturbing the monjtored system.

þJhen the cross-section area of the flow field is known, this flowmeter can

be used to monitor the mass flow rate of particulate solids contìnuously

nith good accuracy and without causincl an.y obstruction in the flow field.

ìl
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CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCÏION

The subject of florv metering of partìculate solids dates back a

fer,r decades. Several efforts have been macle in the past to des.ign and

develop practicaì flowmeters for monitorjng the mass flow rate of
qr"anuìar materials. However, none of the flowmeters developed so far,
proved to tre suitabie for applicatìons, which require an inexpensive and

accurate flowneter for heasurìng the mass flow rate of partìcuìate solids.

l^Jith the advancement in aqricultural technology, and other areas of

engineering, there has been an increasing need for some means of measuring

flow rates of particulate solids. Fron harvestinq of qrain to the point

of consumption, a flowmeter rnay potentiaììv pìav an important role in
enablinq the Government authorities to obtain more accurate and earl.ier

estimates of nafional yield, which would be helpful in p.'lannino and have

a settl ing effect on the new cereal market. The information obtained

would also be helpful. to indiviclual farmers who coulcl compare their yields

arising fron different grain varieties, fertjlizer appìicat.ions, cultiva-

tions technìques etc._, and could plan their. future contracts more accurately,
Flowmeters are also needed.to weigh grain as it is loaded onto trucks

or ships or del ivered into grain .driers. In sugar, ferti i ìzer, cement,

paper and other chemical industries there has been a growinq need for a

rneasurincl device for solid materials, because of the fact that the qual ity
of the final product and the performance of the plant depend to a large

extent upon preci se measurements.

Severaì fìowmeters, based on various principìes of òperation, have

been developed ìn the past. By far, continuous weighing is one of the

most commonl.y utilized methods of measurìng the flow rates of particulate
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solids. The principle of change of anguìar nomentum of the measured

material has also been utilized by different authors to monitor the

mass flow rate of qranuìar materials. A spiral vane flowmeter, for measur_

ing the volumetric flow rate of particuìate solids moving through verti-
cal ducts, is another reported device. Opt.ical methods for detecting

and measurìng the volumetric flow rates of powders have been practised in

the past. Nucleonic methods for monitoring the mass flow rate of gran-

ular soljds, is another contribution towards the solution of this pro-

blem. Recentìy, laser anemometers and ultrasonic flowmeters have been

introduced for measuring the velocity of fiow fieids, without intro-
ducing any mechanica.l probe into the flow field. The microwave Doppler

flowmeter technique for particulate solids was first suggested by

Ellerbruch and Parker. Harris made some qual jtative studies on appl.ica-

tions of this technique to the flow meter.ing of part.icuìate solids. The

first quantitative studies of this technique were made by Hamid to monitor

velocity of granular materials falling freely uñder gravity. The detailed

review of the subject ìs presented .in Chaþter IL
During the last few years, the increasing demand for more accurate

solid ftow measurements has exceeded the capabil ity of the existing flow-

meters for particulate solids. None of the existing flowmeters, however,

is suitable for the applications, which require a compact, inexpensive

device to measure ä hiqh ftow rate continuously, and without causing any

obstruction,in the conveying sys tem.

The aim of this work was to investigate further capabilities and

I imitatións of the Doppler ra.dar f :lowmeter for continuous and contac ess

measurements of particulate solids. The particular objective of this
work was to analyse the. Doppìer signaì and to retrieve useful information
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about the averaqe bulk density of the qranular materials movìnq throuqh a

pipe. l,Jhen the cross-sectional area of flow is known, the averaqe mass

flow rate can be determined easiìy by muìtiplying the average bulk density

by the average bulk velocity and by the cross-sectjon area of the flow

fi el d.



CHAPTER II

REVITl,l OF LITERATURE

. Monitoring mass flow rate of particulate solids with high accuracy

has been a major problem in many areas of engineerinq. The complete solu-

tiron awaits mainly the deveìopment of an accurate mass flowmeter, which

is by no means a trivial task. A brief review is gìven here indicat.ing

the basic problems in monitoring the mass flow rate of granular materials

and some 0f the contributions made in its solution. The capabilities

and I imitations of microwavê Doppler flow monitor and other noncontact

flow measuring systems, for exanple, ultrasonjc flowmeters and laser

anemometers are discussèd in some detail.

Althouqh the basic principìes used for monitoning the mass flow rate

of fluids apply equalìy well to granular materials, typicaì sensors

usually obstruct the flow of the material , change the flow pattern,

assist^the formation of bìockages and therefore limit practical use of the

rnodified forms of fluid flowmeters for granular materials. The reìatively

high resistance to shear forces of granular material compared to that of

fluids further explains the ìag of flow measurenent techniques for granu-

lar materiais. However, a few devices and techniques exist to measure

the flow rate of particulate solids. None of the existìng fiowneters

is suitable for applications which require a compact, inexpens.ive and non-

contact device for measurements at high flow rates in difficult, hostile

environments and i nacces s i bl e situations.

Flourmeters baseà on the principle of weighing. the material contin-

uously are the most common devices for monitoring the mass flow rate of
granular and powdered rnaterials. The material passing a fixed point on

a conveyor beit or through a hopper can be weìghed. (Beck et al ., 1969).



Ea11"y methods of weighing on a conveyor belt contained a pivoted.arm

restored to the equil ibrium position by weìghts. The restoring force was

thus proportional to the weiqht of material on the belt.. (Kirwan and

Dernler; 1955). Modern instruments employ load cells to rneasure the r¡reight

of the material on the belt, and a tachometer generator to measure the

speed of the belt. (Valenti, l96l and Craven, 'ì964). Continuous we.ighing

is an accurate method of measuring sotid fìow rates on a belt conveyor.

As these flowmeters contain moving parts, a faii anount of care .is required

to maintain the required accuracy. These methods are not in general suit-
abìe for pneumatic conveyors.

The principle of momentum change of the measured material has also

been used in the past to measure the mass fl oì/r rate of particulate solids.

A fìowmeter working on this princì.pìe has been developed and reported.

(Dean, 1955). The meter incorporates an inclined plate attached to a r.igid

beam, pivoted about a point near its centre. The material falls onto the

incìined plate and the moment is measured by a force nalance unit., .lf the

velocity of the material is constant, the force on the platê is proportional

to the mass flow rate. This device, however, can only be used for dense

materials, fallìng freeìy under gravity. lvloreover, it can cause obstruction

in the cohveying system. Recently, a combine harvester discharqe meter

empìoying the same principle.has been developed in NIAE, Sitsoe. (Hooper

et al., ì973). The neter incorporates an impact plate in the form of a

funneì through which the grain faìls, and the force eXerted on the funnel

ìs a rneasure of the flow rate of grain. The meter gave good results for

wheat and rather poor results for barìe.y. The poor results for barìey may

be due to formation of bìockages in the conveyìng system because freshly

harvested barley ìs usually not clean and nay contain roughages. This
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device can onìy be used for materiais of larqe crensìty and is not suitabre
for materials of smalr density due to the buo.yancy forces effect. Further-
more,the impact plate can cause bìockages in the conve.ying system.

Rotatinq impeller flowmeters working on the principle of the change

of angular momentum of the measured material have also been developed and

reported' The torque produced in the supporting shaft dúe to the change

ìn the angular. nomentum is a measure of the mass flow rate, A mass flow-

meter based on this principle has been deveìoped and reported. (Henderson,
.l966). 

This device consists of an ìmpeller with eight vertical vanes

notating at a constant speed, which ìs driven by a synchronous motor

cìamped to the impel ler shaft. The reaction torque on the rnotor produced

by soìids flowing through the impeller is transmitted to the shaft by a

clamp. This causes the shaft to twist, and the torque is measured by a

system with four strain gages, A fiovrmeter working on the same principle

was also reported earlier. (Kirwan and Demler, 1955). Rotating impelìer

-flowmeters can onìy be used in ducts where the solid nateriaì is faìling
freely under gravity. Moving parts of the system require considerable

maintenance, particularìy when abrassive powders are being conveyed. Further-

more,the fiowmeter is a potential source of obstruction in the conveying

sys tem.

Opticaì methods can be used to mèasure volumetric fiow rates of
powders (Beck and l,lainwrioht, 1969). These rnethods of flow measurement

are volumetric and make no ailowance for variations in the packing density

of the material. They can be used onìy with materials having high reflec-
tion.coefficients and their accuracy can be ser.iously affected by dust

settlinq on optical windows.
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A spiral,vane flowneter measures directly the volume of granular

sol ids moving through a spiraì vane (Brown et al ., 1962). The spiral

vane is connected to a revolution counter, and the number of revolutions

due to moving granular solids through the duct, is a direct measure of

the volumetric flow rate. This device can onìy be used in ducts greater

than 25 cm (10 in) ín diameter, which should not be tilted more than 20o

from the vertical pl ane.

I'lucleonic methods for monitoring the mass flow rate of granuìar solids

utilize the fact'that the radiation absorbed by the materìal depends on

the mass of the material in the path of the radiation. A flowmeter empìoy-

ing this prìncìpìe was reported. (Perkovski, 1963). In this meter the

grain is flowing through a specially Z-s.haped bend and the radiation

absorption of the material in the bend is measured. This fl owmeter can be

used successful 1y with belt conveyors if belt velocit¡ies can be measured

readily. It can also be used in pneumatic conveyors if the velocity of

the flow is measureed independently

The electromagnetic flowmeters are based on Faraday's ìaw of

electromagnetic induction. l¡lhen a conductive liquid flows, the voltage

induced is proportional to the average veìocity of the liquid, the

strength of the ma.qnetic fieìd, and the distance between the electrodes.

in a given meter, the maqnetic fieìd and the distance between the elec-

trodes are usually .desìgned to remain constant; therefore, the ìnduced

voltage is directìy proportional to. the flow veiocity. The flowmeters

working ón thÍs prìnciple have been reported and marketed by a number

of comþanies (hlebb, Stone and hlebster, 1974). These flowmeters can measure

the flow of blood, slurries, corrosive liquids, viscous materials, milk

and pharmaceuti ca I s . Electromagnetic flowmeters are obstructionìess and



contain no moving parts, but work satisfactorily onìy for conductive

rnaterials.

Recently, iaser anemometry have been introduced for neasuring the

flow ve'locity of fluids without introducinq any mechanical probe into the

flow field. Several anemometer systens have been used, the differences

being basically in the optical configuration and the signaì processing

schemes used. (DISA, 1973). The fluid velocity is measured by measuring

the Doppìer shift of laser radiation scattered by smaìl particles rnoving

in the fluid flow. A flowmeter based. on this technique was first developed

a.nd repo.rted by Yeh and Cummins (1964). This laser Doppler anemometer

focuses two ìight beams in such a manner that they intersect in the flow

field at their focal points. The frequency of the ìight wave from the

i1 ìuminating beam scattered by the moving particles towards the photo-

multiþì ier is shiftêd by (Goldstein and Kried, 1967)

' fd = 2U sin o/;\

where I js the wave ìength and 0 is the viewing angle, both measured

in the fluid. The U cbmponent of velocity is,dètermined either from

direct measurement of the photocurrent frequency, or from the spectrum

of the photocurrent. Although laser anemometers have excellent capabili-

ties for measuring.supersonic flows, local velocities without disturbing

the flow, and are characterized by hioh spacial resolution and low

uncertainity in measurement, they cannot be used to monitor the flow rate

of þarti cu late solids.

Flowmeters based on the Doppler effect of ultrasound have also

been deveìoped and reported by differènt authors. Here the Doppìer

prinicìple is used for rneasuring the veìoc,ity of fluids. The Doppler
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effect appears when the ultrasou¡d wave strikes a movjnq partjcle. The

part'icle scattens the sound wave in aìl directions. The frequency of

the scattered sound wave differs. from the frequency of the incrderrt sound

wave by 
^ò.

u)

Ào = r¡ - r^ = + v (cos cr + cos ß)"-o

ulhere o is the anqular freouenc.y of the receiverl sional, r,ro js the

anguìar frequency of the transmìtted sìgnal, co is the velocitv of sound

in the medium, v is the velocit.y of the oarticle, o .is the anqle

bet¡¡een the transmittìnq beam ancl the direction of the velocit-y vector of

the narticle and ß is the anoìe between the receivino beam ánd the direc-
tion of the veìocity vector of the particle. A flor,rmeter ¡rorkinq on this
princìpìe has been reported (Arts and Roevros, t97l) for measurinq blood

flow rates. It has been found thât the received siqnal contained a

spectrum of frequencies and not a sinqle discrete frequencv, because of the

various velocities of the scattering oarticles, dependino on their relative
positìons in the blood vessel . The authors concluded that the instantaneous

Doppler frequency does not give meaningful information about the blood

flow. The Doppler frequencies have to be averaqed over a centain r¡eriod of
time in order to obtaìn quantìtative information about the bloorl flow rate.

Another flowmeter workinq on the same principle and used for the cliagnosis of

urethral parameters has been developed recently (Albrioht and liarris, 'l975).

Despite the fact that uìtrasonic f ì orr,meters are contactìess and can measure

the parameters of fluid flow wjthout distrubinq the monitored system,

they cannot be easil.y empìo.yed for monitorinq the velocity of the flow of
parti cul ate sol i ds.

The microwave Doppler flowmeter technique for particulate solids
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was first suggested and reported by El lerbruch (1970) and parker (1970).

Har.ris (1970), made sorne qua|itatiue studies of this technique when

applied to the flow metering of particuìate solids. A Doppìer radar as

a-fìow nonitor for detection of flow failures dn granular or powder flow

was suggested b.y Hannir ('l970), the qumr;itatlue studies of this techniquê

for measuring the mass flow rate ôf particulate solids were first made

and reported by Hamid (197b). He found that the frequency oi the Doppler

signal from single scattering particles was spread over a finite band-

width and that the mean frequency of the Doppler spectrum was proportìonai

to the mean velocity of the ftow field. Further investigations showed that

due to the semi-random movements of particles jn the flow field and due

to multiple scattering from particles in the flow fieìd the resultinq

Doppler signaì had a conplex wave form. The signaì had to be averaged in

order to extract the desired informat.ion about the averac¡e buìk velocjty of

the qranular material. If the cross-section area of the frow field and

material density are known, the average buìk velocity is proportional to

the average mass flow rate.

The review of the technical 'literature on the subJect clearly shows

that none of the existing fl owmeters is suitable for applîcations which

require an inexpensive and noncontact and nonobstructing fìowmeter for

monitoring the mass fìow rate of particulate solids. The microwave Doppler

flowmeter seems to have all the capabilities required for monitoring the

parameters of the flow field and shows considerable potential for the solu-

tion of thi's important measurement problem.



CHAPTER ] I I

THEORETiCAL CONSIDERATIONS

3.I I n trod ucti o n_____--

Knowledge of the fundamentaì equation for mass flow rate is
essential in designino and deveioping ôf a flowmeter for particu]ate

solids. For exampìe, ìn monitoring mass frow rate of granurár mater.ia'ls,

the averaqe buìk velocity, the average bulk density and the average

cross-section area of the flovr"field should be known to determine the

mas s flow rate.

In this chapter the basic equation for the mass flow rate of
particuìate solids,.will be g.iven and the radar cross-section (RCS) of
a single scattering particìe and multipre scattering particles wiìl be

discussed. The relationship between the RMS value of the Doppler s.ignal

and the average bulk density of particulate solids as well as the relation-
ship between the RCS and the average bulk density will be described. The

principìe of measurement of the average Doppler frequency, the Fast'Fourier

Transform (FFT) and the power spectrun of the Doppler signal waveform will
also be presented. Diagrams of the Doppìer wav-eform and power. spectrum

are given and discussed. to deveìop better understancling of the experimentaì

resuits discussed ìn Chaoter V.

3.2 Mass Flow Rate

The fundanental equation for the average mass fjow rate of parti_

culate solids can be formulated as follows:

Muu = Auu * Duo I Vuu (a.r¡

where Muu is the average mass flow rate in kg/sec, Duu is the average

bulk density of the flowing material in kglm3, Vuu is the average.buik

It
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velocity of the material in m/sec, A-,, is the average cross-section area
AV. 2.(m-) of the moving qoìumn of grain determined by the interaction between

the flow field and the beam of the electromagnetic waves.

3.3 Doopler Radar as a lvlass Flow Monitor

The microwave Doppler flowneter technique was first introduced by

El lerburch (1970) and.Parker (t970). Harris (1970) made some quai.itative

studies on appl ications of this technique to the flow metering of parti-

culate solids. Hannir (1970) suggested the use of the Doppìer radar

principle for detection of the flow fail ures in the flow of granular or

powdered materi al s ,

The average RMS value of the Doppler response carries information

about the average bulk density of the movinq materìal . The relationshìp

between the average Rl"1S va'l ue of the Doppler signal and the average bu.l k

density of particulate soìids will be discussed in section 3.4. The

average Doppìer frequency bears information about the average bulk

velocity of the flowing particulate solids (Hamid, 1975). The ante'nná

beam is usually divergent and has a finite beamwidth LÊZ as shown in

Fig. 3.1, therefore, a spectrum of frequenciei results as shown in Fig.

3.3(b) and the Doppler spread is given by (Hyìtin et at., 1973)

ord =+ [cos (e -*l A0ocos(o+t')l

where 
^fd 

is the Doppler spread in Hz, v is the

get in rnlsec, I is the free space wavelength in m,

angle and À02 is the two way 3dB beamwidth.

Althouqh thÞ frequency of the Doppler signal frorn. a single

scattering particle is spread over a finite bandwidth, it was found that

the mean frequency of the Doppler spectrum gives a.n accurate value of

(3 '2)

vel oci ty of the tar-

0 is the vi ewi ng
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FLOW FIELD

Figure 3..l Flow Field and Antenna Beam Geometries
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the average veìocity for a given viewing ángle (Hamid, .l975).

The aVerage cross-section area of the flow field is determined

by interaction between the eiectromagnetic waves and the frow field
and is a constant factor which depends upon the calibration of the

fiowmeter. The,r'microwave Doppler fl owrneter rnonitors the parameters of
the flow field without causing any obstruction in the flow path of the

material

3.4 n.t.tt.rrtrtp.g.t
Bul k Dênsity

Plane electromagnetic waves travellìng through the space contain_

ing particles of solid materials are scattered and absorbecl by these

particìes. The scattered (radar) signaì from the particles of a granula.r

inaterial îs not steady like that from.a point scatterer or target. The

received (back-scattered) signal at any instant is composedof signals

from a very ìarge number of particles, and depends on their exact arrange-

ment in space, which is continuously changing. studies of scatterìig and

attenuation by meteorogìcal partìcles (l4arshall and Hitschfeld,

1953), have shown that instantaneous observations of the.received power '

give uery little information about the scattering medium, and the signar

has'to be averaged until a large number of independent returns have

been received. The average power scattered by the flow field is
P..A.Lo = t- e d xo (3.3)'r 

BrR2

where Pt is the transmitted power, A. is the equivalent antenrìa.

aperture, Lu is the Ïength of the fìow field in the direction of the

antenna beam, R. is the distance from the point of observation to the

flow field and ro is the equìvarent radai cross-section of the frow

field.
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. The equivalent aperture A. is less than the actual area of the

antenna for two reasons. Firstly, not ail the power coming from the

primary feed falls inside the antenna aperture, neither is the dìstri-
bution of power uniform across the aperture because the amplitude of

the signal varies due to the variations in the distance to the target

and intensity of radiation which depends upon the antenna pattern. The

arnplitude of the signal increases as the target approaches ôhe antenna

axis. The peak of the signal occurs in the reg.ìon where the ratio of the

radiation intensity to the fourth power of range is maximum. It decreases

again as the target recedes, because of decreasìng radiation intensity:

off the antenna axis. The second reason, which appìies only to distri-
buted targets, affects radar systems. Some of the radiated power goes

ìnto side lobes and the edges of the main bearn, and some of the retur¡ned

power comes frorn directions to whìch the antenna is less sensitive for

reception. An exact value for A. is difficult to determine but a

conservaiive estimate is probably 0.5 x actual area.

The equivalent radar cross-section depends upon the geometrìcal

and electromagnetic properties of the flow field. For wavelenqths larqe

compared !.lith. the diameter, d,of the,particles, the RCS of a single

particìe can be expressed as foliows (Skolnik, 1962)

, = 'st' 1r¡2 ( 3.4)

where ), fs the free space wavelength, d is the diameter of the

scattering particles End K = #;+ , while rn = ,/ -=Té- where e'

is thè dielectric constant and e" is the ioss factor of the scattering

parti c ì es .

The relationship between the dieìectric constant and the density
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of wheat and the loss factor and density of wheat can be expressed as

fol ìows (Ne I son, 1972)

e' = 1.2283 + 0.8480D+ 1.2t80 Dz

e" = .8508 - 1.9150 D+ I.4373 D2

(a.s¡

(3.6)

where . D is the kernel density of a single particle in g/cm3. combín.in'-q

eqs. 3.3 and 3.4

n4.P..A.L
e. = -------!----9----! x d6 lKl2 (3.7)

8Rz.la
where symbols are the same as in eqs. 3.3 and 3.4.

From eq. 3.7 it can be concluded that since all the parameters

are constant for a particular Doppler module except the dielectric
properties of the flow field, therefore, the rece.ivèd power ìs a function

of the dielectric properties of the flow field. Further the dielectric
properties of the flow field depend on the dens.ity,. moisture content,

and temperature of the fì.owing naterjaì. Although both the moistule

content and temperature of the granular material affect its dieiectric
properties and, therefore, the received power, this is believed to be

much weaker than the effect of density. This will be discussed in detail

in section 3.6.

3.5 **-ï@

3.5.1 Sl'ngle Scattering Particle

The radar cross-section of a target may be definèd as the area

intercepting that amount of power which, when scattered equally in all
directions, produces an echo at the radar equal to that from the target

(Skolnik, 1962), or in nathematical terms
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(3.8)

where R is the distance between the radar and the tarqet, E" is the

reflected field strength, Ei is the strencjth of the incident field.

. Theoreticaily, the scattered field, and hence the radar cross-

section, can be determined hy solvinq Maxwell's equations r,/ith the proper

boundary conditions appìied, but this methocl is apoìicable onlv for the

simplest shapes, .The radar cross-section is frequency dependent. The

region where the size of the sphere is smal I comoared with the wavelength,

(2nao/\ << l), where ao ìs the radius of the sphere in r unà I is the

wavelenqth in m) is called the Ra.yleiqh reqion. At the other extreme

from the Rayleigh regìon is the optical reqion, rr,heie the dimensions of

the sphere are large compared wjth the waveìength that is 2naolÀ >> ì.
Between the optìcal and the lìayleiqh reqion is the ^4ie, or resonance region.

The RCS js oscillatory with frequency within this region. The radar cross-

section for most of the particulate soljds of interest falls in the Ra-yleiqh

region and, therefore, the discussion that follows, is limited to thiq region.

The RCS of an object deoends upon

l. the size of the ohject

2 the frequency of the incident radiation

3. the polarization of the transmitting antenna

4. the orientation of the ob.ject relative to the plane of

nol ari zat i on

5. the material of v¡hich the ohject is rnade, and

6. the shape of the object.

The critìcal parameter in the Rayleigh region is the volume of

the scattering object; RCS for aìì spheroìds with semi-axes a, a, and b,
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the Rayleioh RCS for backscattering along the axis of symmetry (e=0)

is given by (Crispiri and Maffet, 1965)

o = ! 14 uzr2 lì * ], "-v-lz (3.e)TLltyl

where o is the radar cross-section in ^2, K = Z¡/^, À is the free

space wavelength in m, V is the voiume of the object in m3, F is

the shape factor, and y = 57u.

Except fot very flat oblate spheriods the quantity in the brackets

can be neglected.

The shape factor É is equal to

F =Ir 1 , aor2 e., sinZ e.,
'horz. pol . 212-L L 2-zLJ

F =1¡1 *cos2e*sin2on'ver. pol . 2LL 2-L 2L r

(3.10)

(3.11)

and

L (pro late spheriod) =

where, the semi-axis are a,

9

.spnere J

I-obl ate spheroi d

I - I - e2.r" 1+,e

"2 ze3 r-e
aa,

,/T'=î't

t/l - e

e"
sin-le _ I -_ê2

e

(3.r2)

where the semi-axis are a, a, u[-? .

F, at alI polarizatíons and viewing argles

1.'l25.

(3.r3)

For a sphere the shape factor

is constant and is equal to
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Since the critical parameter of the scatterer in the Ravìeigh region

is its volume, it is natural to consider the appìication oi th" expressions
just mentìoned for spheroids to al l bodies of revorution. 0f course,

this extension requires careful consideration of the parameter y. To

ilìustrate this, let us consider a right circular cone of artitude h

and base radius a. For the ìimiting case in which the right circurar
cone coììapses into a disk of radius a i.e., the limit as h * 0, we fincl
that the appropriate ratio is given by y = h/4a. Hence, the cone

has the same RCS as a spheroid of equaì volume whose semi_axes are a, a and

h/ q.

3.5.2 Multipie Scattering particles

As discussed ìn 3.5.ì eq. 3.9 app.l ied to calculate the radar

cross-sêction of spheroids can be extended equaily wer r to determine the
RCS of all bodies of revorution. But the most common method of determin-

ìng the RCS of an object is the compari.son method in which the poweç

scattered from the object is compared with the power scattered from a

standard located in the same position as the actuar object. This method

eliminates the problem of the sensitivity of the radar since the Rcs of
the standard (rnetalric sphere) can be easiry carcurated analyticaìly-
Therefore, it is only necessary to neasure the ratio of the power scatteïed
from the two targets. The RCS of a given object can then be carculated
easity. Under similar conditions, the ratio of power received is

o
o

o

Pr_P--ro

but

Pr
.P ro
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therefore' 
r^ \z

F = )'_'RMs,-_ (3.14)
- o (Ao*¡45 )'

where o is the radar cross-section of the tarqet in m2. o is the RCS
o

the calibrating sphere in m2, AO^ is the RMS value of the signäl

scattered by a given taì^get in V and AoO^ is the RMS value of the signal

scattered by the calibrating sphere in V.

, 3.6 Relationship Between RCS and Density
' 

The scatterinq by multiple particìes (bulk flow of particuìate

I soìids) represents a much more compìi.cated case as compared to a single

. Scattering particle. The number of particìes illurninated and their orienta-

tion with respect to the antenna beam both affect the equivalent RCS. For

simpìicity of calculations, it is assumed that the scattering medium

(grains) consists of.a collection of identical indepêndent scatterers that

scatter isotropical ly. The number of scatteri ng partìcles at any time ìs

chang ing very sìightly

. 
The RCS of a single scattering dielectric pärticle can be expressed

by eq. 3.4

5,6r¡" d' ,,.,2
o. =::_=:_ lrl- (3..1 5)

À

. where symboìs carry the sane meaning as in eq. 3.4.

If the volume under consideration contains N particies, the

average RCS is formulated as follows (Sko1 nik,-ì962)

5N
o.u = þ 11, 

do ¡r¡' (3.'t6)

Using eqs. 3.5 and 3.6, lflz can be written as



tv? -.775 - 2.871 o+ z.:eZ o2 - ¡.+¡g o3 + z.oOs D1I ll.l45 + 2.217 D+ 14.69b o2 - 3.4¡e o3 * ¡.Sæi4

2t

(3. r7)

Substituting value of lfl 2 in eq. 3.16

5 N f -3.4s8D3*2.065D4o.u = 5 .i_ a6 ¡'7_75 ":. z'att o* t 'set t - - -.I' i=l ll.l45 + 2.217 D+ 14.695 D¿ - 3.438 D" + 3.549 D4-

(3.r8)

where ouu is the average RCS of N particìes in cmz, D is the

kernel density for a single wheat grain ìn glr?, À is the free space

wavelen(¡th in im.

As discussed in section 3:4 the average power scattered back and

hence the RCS depend on. the dielectric properties of the flow field, and,

therefore; density, noisture content, and temperature. The effect of the

moisture content and temperature is, however, much weaker than the effect.
of the density. Ëor illustration the fol lowìng example is considered.

The vaiues of the RCS for wheat as a functjon of its dens.ity

calcu'lated from eq. 3.18, are pìotted in Fiq. 3.2 taking lthe equiv4lent

diameters of wheat seed and wavelength .3328 cm and 2.85 cm respectiveìy.

The effect of moisture content of wheat on its equivaìent RCS can be

determined using the regression equations describinq the relationship of

the dielectric constant, e' and the ìoss factor, e" with moistu.re

content developed by (Chuqh, 1973)

e'=.ì.953+0.039M

e"=.249 +0.041M

where M is the moisture content in percent on wet basis.

. Combininq eqs.3.5 and 3.6,

(3.1s)

(3.20)
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r ,t2 _ .g7O + 0.94M + .003M2

15.688+.328M+.003M2

and substituting in eq. 3.'l6

5N
- _ It . ,b r.g70 + .0g4M + .003M2
" - -If L-------------'-- ri=l 15.688 + .3ZBt4 + .003M¿-

2'4.

(3. 2r )

(3.2?)

(3. 23)

(3.24)

the symboìs bear the same meaning as in eq. 3.16. The RCS as a function of
rnoisture content of wheat .is plotted in Fig. 3.2.

The effect of temperature of wheat on its equiva.lent RCS can be

found by considerinq the folìowing regression equations (Chugh, 1973)

e'=2.36 *.005T1

e"=.637*.001T1

where e' and e" are. the dielectric constant and the loss factor of the

material respectively, and T., is the temperature.

Using eqs. 3.5, 3.6 and 3.'16

*5 N Á z.igo+.ol4r,+.oozr?
o = þ ,1., 

o" lilrr ;r*rJ , 
(3.25)

Fig. 3:2 shows the values of RCS of wheat ptotted as a function of
its temperature.

Fig. 3.2 shows that the effect of density of wheat on .its equivaìent

RCS is much ìarger than the effect of moisture content and temperature.

Furthermore, the RCS of wheat is almost a linear function of its density.

3,7 Principìe of Measurement of the Mean Frequencv in the Distributed
'' Spectrum .

The determination of the mean frequenry of the power spectrum of a

stationary random process is a problem often encountered in a variety of
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engineering appìications. For example, in velocity measurement in

Doppìer naviqation (Pawula, ì968), or in frequenc.y measurement of a

received iarrier which had been transmitted through a fading medium, the

mean frequency of the spectrum must be measured, since the received

signal is noise-like and has some appreciabìe bandwidth. various technìques

such as short-time autocorrelation (Schultheiss. et al . , 1954), frequency

discrimination or zero-clrossinq counting (Ehrman, i955), correlation

detection (Kobayashi, et ql. , 1974),frequency to voltage converter (Brody

et al., 1974), are employed for the mean frequency measurement of a random

sìgnal , and the methods based on these technìques have been studied.

During the course of this research two methods were empìoyed in

order to measure the mean Doppler frequency, fd in a distributed

spectrum. In the first method the signal was passed through a frequency_

to-voltage converter (anaiog frequency rneter) producing an output voltaqe pro-

poÉtional to the Doppler frequency, which was used to measure the veìocity

of the flow. In the second method, which can be considered as the Fost

accurate for measuring the average Doppler frequency, the power spectrum

of the Doppler signal is computed. The power spectrum of the received

signaì, shows the distribution of frequencies in the backscattered s.ignal ,

and contains all the information concerning .the flow field. The average

frequency derived from the power spectrum .is proportional to the average

veìocity of particulate solids, The frequency at which the peak of the

spectrum appears may not necessarììy be the same as the average frequency,

but. is equal to some sui.table characteristics of the power spectrurn.

Studies ieported by Edwards et al . (1970) for signaìs from a laser Doppler

flowmeter showed the existence of a shift of the nean Doppìer freque-nca

on the power spectrum curve.
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3.8 Principle of Measurement of the Rlt4S Value of Dopoler Sionat

Two basic systems can be appl.ied to measure the Rl4S value of the

received Doppler signal: an analog system and a digitaì system.

In the analog system, the Doppler signal ìs passed through a pass_

band arnplifier to boost the signal to a level convenient for processing.

A true RMS voltmeter is incorporated. in order to neasure the RMs value

of the received Doppìer signaì. A recorder is also used to record the

RMS value of the Doppl'er signal for further utilization.
In the digitaì system, the signal is fed to a d.igital computer

and the power spectrum of the Doppler signaì is calculated. The area

under the power spectrum curve gives ihe square of the RMS value of the

Doþpler siqnal .

3.9 The Fast Fourier Transform

The Fourier Series is a useful tool for determining the frequency

content of a tìme-varying signal. The Fourier Transform pair is defined

as:

sx(f) = x(t) "-i2'ft ,tt (Forward Transform) (3.26)l:.

t:
x(r) =

aa-CL
where e""' " =. cos

Fouri er Trans form.

at. every freq uencv

peri od i c.

s*{f) eìznft df (Inverse Transform) (3.27)

(Zntt) + i sin (Zntt) , is known as the kernel of the

SX(f) contains the amplitude and phase information

present in X(t) without demanding that X(t) be
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An algorithm for the computation of the Fourier coefficjents which

requires muú less computaticìnal effort was reported by Cooley and Tuckey

(1965). This method. is now widely known as the Fast.Fourier Transform.

In digìtai analysis techniques for anaìys.ing a continuous waveform,

the data is sarnpled, usually at. equally ipaced. intervals of time, in order

to produce a time series of discrete samples which can be fed into a digìtaì

computer. l,l'hen these samples are equally spaced they are known as Nyquist

samples. The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of such a time series is

cioseìy related to the Fourier transform of the continuous waveform from

whìch sampìes have been taken to form the tjme series. This rnakes the

DFT particularly useful for power spectrum analysis and fiiter simulation

on di gi ta1 computers.

In order to calcuìate SX(f) it is necessary to take an infìnite
' number of samples of the ìnput waveform. As each sampìe must be separated

by a finito amount of time, one wouìd have to wa.it forever for the calcu-

lation of S"(f) to be comp'leted. Ciearly then, the observation time
^'

has to be limited in order to caiculate a useful Fourier transform. It is

assumed that the input signaì is observed (sampled) from some zero time

reference to time T, seconds.

Then

Tw "' (3.28)ÃT - ''s

where 
^t 

is the time interval between samples, N. is the number of

samples, and T" is the time window. As there are no longer an infinite
number of time points, calculation of magnitude and phase values at an

infinite number of frequencies cannot be expected, Equivalentìy, the

truncated version of eq. 3.26 produces a discrete spectrum. This discrete
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finìte transform (Dtt) is qiven b.y

N_.ì

sy(f) = x x(t) e-i2'ft dt" i=o

The FFT of the Doppier signal was performed by a digi.tal

using the software package of the computer (SPARTA),

(3.2e)

computer (PDP-l ì )

( 3.30)

3, ì0 Power Spectrum

The power spectrum of the received signat, showing the distribution
of the Doppler frequencies in the backscattered Doppler signal , contains

aìl the information about the flow field. Important infoì.mation which can

be obtained from the power spectrum is the mean Doppler frequency and

the RMS vaiue of the Doppler signal ,

The mean Doppler frequency which is dÍrectly proportionaì to the

âverage bulk velocity of the naterial is the frequency corresponding to

the peak of the power spectrum. Fiq. 3.3(a) and Fig. 3.3(b) show a typi-
cal Doppler waveform and the power spèctrum of this signal respectively.

The dtandard deviation is approximateìy equal to (Hyltin et a] .,1973)

^f.ô. = -P = -5 ¿e. r'in s,d L 
^ a

where ôr, is the standard deviation of the instantaneous frequency
ÍI

f¿i, Afd is the half power with,of the spectr"urn, v is the

velocity of the fìow field, r is the free space wavelength of the trans-

mitting beam, LeZ is the two way 3dB beamwidth and 0 is the viewing

angì e.

The area under the power spectrum curve gives the sqqare of the RMS

value of the Doppler signal, which is proportional to the density of the
material. The area under the power spectrum is calculated using Sìmpson,s

formul a as fol I ows :
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I(n) = [f(n=2) + 4f(n-l) + f(n)]/3 + I(n-2)

where,

f = the value of the data points

' n = the constant time interval between consecutive data points

(where n=1, n+2=2,...)



CHAPTIR IV

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURTS

4.I Introduction

Experiments were conducted with continuous bulk flovt of wheat

flowing through a section of a plastic pipe. The objective of the

experìments was to verify the relationship between the average bulk

density of grains and the RMS value of the Doppler radar output signal .

Small metallic spheres were used to calibrate the Doppler rádar. Three

different flow fields were created during the course of experi mentat i on ,

e.g. solid flow field, hollow flow field and eiliptical flow field. The

Doppler s.ignal was processed on lÍne by an anlog system and recorded for

diqital off line processing. Monostatic free space confi gurat i on r,was

used throughout all the experiments

4.2 D¡¡-o1e-r_Bada-r

A commerìcaììy available Doppler transceiver, model MA-86105

(Microwave AssocÍates) operating at a frequency of ì0.525 GHz and a stan-

dard waveguide horn, Narda 640, were used as the main sensing.elements.' The

details of the djfferent elementsof the Doppler module ancl its operation have

been described elsewhere (Hamid, 1975). A bl.ock diagram of a typical

Doppìer" radar is given. in Fig. 4.1.

4.3 Continuous Flow Experiments

In the free space configuration, a dielectric pyramidaì box, Iìned with

an absorbinq mat, with the plastic pìpe passing through the box and

the Doppìer radar module fixed at the other end of the box, was used

throughout the experimentation in order to screen the interaction area

30
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from the su*oundinqs and to rninimize stray refrections. A generaì view

of the experimentar a*anqement for a singìe scatterìng particìe ancr for a

continuous bulk flow is qiven in Fig.4.2
ln all the experiments, gravity flow was empìoyed, in which the

test materiaJ feìr freery frorn a ìarge hopper, throuqh a section of prastic
pipe into a col lecfing bucket iocated underneath. The materiar was

recirculated by an auger conveyor.

The experirnents were. designed to measure the RMS varue of the Dopprer

signäl as a function of density of the materiar. The verocity of the

material was measured at a fixed point in the frow fierd and kept at a

constant value. The flow rate was varied by placing pìastic orifices of
different sizes on the top of the plastic pipe in order to vary the average

buìk density. The moisture content and temperature of the materiar were

kept constant at 12.5 percent (wet bas.is) and 70 F, respectively.

l,rleighing is a primary standard of flow measurement, and therefore,
a direct weighing technique was used to deternine the mass floyr rate, for
the purpose of calculating the average density of the test rnateriar faìring
f reeì.y through the pipe.

A viewinq angre of 42.5o was used in aÏ experinents because it was

found optimum for the measurement of the velocìty of the tarqet (l-lamid, i975).

4.4 Analog Signal Processing Arranqement - 0n Line

In the analoq siqnal processino amangement, the Doppler module was

supp.l ied from a power supply (Hp 6220 B). The output signal from the

module was amplified by a pass-band ampl ifier (pAR ll3) and further displayed

on the screen of a storage oscilìoscope {Tektronix 564 B). A true RMS

voltmeter (HP 3400 A) was incorporated for measurement of the RMS value of
the Doppìer radar siônar, A strip chart recorder (crevite Brush r4ark 220)
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Figure'4.2 Gener"aì Vie¡r of the Experimental Arrangernent for Sìngìe Scattering Particle and Continuous Bulk
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was used for continuous recordìng of the DC output siqnal from the true

Rl'lS voltmeter which was proportional to the RMS value of the Doppler signaì.

Averaging times of 1,3, and 5 seconds were used. Capacitors of 1000, 3000,

and 5000 pF were èonnected in paraììel to the input of the strip chart

recorder. A general ,view of the anaìog signal processing arrangment is

shown in Fi g . 4.3.

4.5 Dìoital Siqnál Processinq Arrangement - Off Line

In the digitaì s ignaì processing system, the Doppler signal was

amplified by a pass-band ampìifier (PAR ll3) anC Cisplaved on a storage

oscil loscope (Tektronix 564 B). The signal was continuousìy recorded on

magnetìc tape by a tape recorder (Sony TC-126) for further processing by

a diqital computer. The sìgnaì was then fed through a pass-band amplifier

to a digital computer (Digital Equipment Co. PDP-ìl/40) through Lab peripheraì

S.ystem LPS-Iì. The signaì was diqitjzed at the rate of 2000 points per second.

A sample of the digitized Doppler signal displayed on the screen of the

corxputer CRT. is shown Ìn Fig. 4.4. A general vjew and a schematic diagram of

the digitai signal procêssing arrangement are qiven in Fìg.4.5 and F.ig. 4.6,

res pec t ively.

The PDP-l I computer is interfaced with the LPS-tl Lab Peripheraì

System. The system houses a lz-bit AID converter, a programmable real time

clock, a dispìay unit and a l6-bit digital I/0 option. A schematii diagram

oi the LPS is shown in Fig. 4.7.

The information and commands were communicated to the computer by tele-

type. The results of the computations were displayed on the screen of the

dispìay unit (LPSVC). The A/D eonverter (LPSAD-.|2) sampled the analog data

(Doppìer signat) at spec'ified rates and stored the equivalent digitaì values

for subsequent processìng. A schematic diagram of LPSAD-12 is shown in

Fis. 4.8
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Figure 4.4 A Sarnpte of tne Digitized Doppler Signal Displayed on the Screen of the Computer.
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Arrangement
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The fast Fourier transform and the power spectrum were calculated by the

computer by using the software package of the computer (spARTA). The power

spectrum was displayed on the screen and the RMS va.lue of the Doppler signal

and the mean Doppler frequency were calculated from the power spect).um, The

Doppler signal from metallic calibrating spheres r,ras also analysed by a

di gì taì computer.

4.6 Experiments for Averaqe Bulk Densitv [ìeasurpmpnf of !¡lhpef

In continuous flow èxperiments, the averaqe bulk density of wheat

was measured by measuring the mass f'low rate by ä direct weighing and tîmìng

technique. The velocity of the grains was measured at a fixed point in
the flow field and kept ât a constant value. The area of'the fìow field

.was assumed to be the same as that of the orifice.

4..7 Procedure qf Creatinq Flow

Four different flow fields were created during the period of

experimentation. The four different flows employed were, single scattering

particìes (nretal lic spheres), continuous sotid bulk flor.r, holìow flow and

el l iptical fl ow.

For sìng1e dcattering partìcìes, meta'l lic spheres of different sizes

were used. A small hoie was made in the rnetallic pipe, welded to the botton

of the hopper, to accomòdate a ftexible plastic tube for dropp.ing the meta1

spheres in the centre of the piastic pipe. A generaì view showing the

arrangement for sìngle scattering particle is shown in Fiq. 4.2. Solid

bulk flovr was obtained by pìastic orjfices of different sizes in order to

have different bulk densities at the centre of ,the pipe. The holìow flow field
was created by attaching circular cones of different sizes i.n the centre of
the orifices. Elliptical flow was the result of an elliptìcal orifice
placed at the top of the plastic pipe.
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4.8 Sional Recordinri llnii

A tape recorder (Sony TC-126) was used for recording 
.the signal

on magnetic tape for further processing by a digital computer (DEC pDp_].l/40).

Frequency response of ttris recorder r¡as 50 - .l0,000 
Hz for standard cassette

and 50 - 13,000 Hz for chromium dioxide cassettes. This tape recorder

has two input Channels, mìcrophone inputs and Ìine inputs. The signal to
noise ratio for the tape recorder was 45 dB.



CHAPTIR V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 i ntroducti on

Followinq the procedure outìined in Chapter IV, rnetaÌ spheres of

various sizes were used for calibration of the radar system.. The RCS of

columns of wheat fallinq in a pìastic pipe were then measured by measur-

ing the RMS values of the Doppler sìgnal. The average bulk densities of

the fallino columns were determined for different mass flow rates. The

experimentaì uncertainties in the measurenents of the average buìk density,

the average mass flow rate, and the corresponding RCS were analysed.

Doppler signals were processed by two different techniques: an analog,

(on line) and a. dìgital (off ljne). Various experimental results of

the RCS as a function of the averase bulk density of qranular naterial

dre presented. Theoretical results are compared with the experimental

data.

5.2 Calibration of the Radar Sys tem.

t4etallic spheres of different sizes, with RCS calculated theore-

tically, were used to calibrate the radar system. This nethod of com-

parison is quite common. In thís method the power scattered b.y the

object under test is compared with the power scattered by a standard

'ìocated in the same position as the object- A metallìc sphere ìs commonìy

used as a RCS standard.

The RCS of most of the Darticulate solids of interest falls in the

Rayìeioh region (for the selected frequency range) and, therefore, small

metaliic spheres were used. Theoretically, the monostatic scattering

cross-section of a metal sphere in the Raylejigh region is given. by eq. 3.9.

43
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Experimental ly, the RCS of a sphere was determined by a digital
computer. The siqnal was digitized at a rate of 2000 points per second.

A qeneral view of the digitized Doppler signaì fed to the computer for a

sinqle scattering particle (metal sphere) is shown in Fjq.5.l. Fig.5.2
depicts a typical power spectrum of the Doppler s.ignai obtained by digital
processing of the output signal from the Doppler radar sensor sh.own in

Fig. 5.ì. The area under the polier spectrum curve was determined, and was

related to the RCS of metall.ic sphere calcuìated ùheoretical ly.

Table 5.1 qives a comparison of theoretical and experimental válues

of the RCS of various rnetallic spheres. The experimental values are in good

agreement with the .theoretical ones.

TABLE 5.1

Comparison of Experimentalì and Theoretical Values

of the RCS of Various Metal Spheres

Di ameter Theoreti cal(m) Rcs

+2.5x10-5m x 1o-4 n2

Uncertai nty
in

Theoretical Experi menta l
RCS

*l+%) o/o --u

Theoretical Di ffere nce

olo (%)

.0078

.0064

.00 56

.0048

.0040

2. 350

0.720

0. 320

0..l28

0.042

1.702

I .805

3.125

3. 450

4.760

7 .34

¿.¿5U

7 ??O

I òoo

0.01 3

5.77

0. 400

0.13,l

4.372

0.130

7 .00

0.760

The RCS of a .0056 m sphere



Fìgure 5.,ì Generai View of the Digitized Doppler Signal Fed to the Computer
for a Singìe Scattêrìng particle (Metal Sphere)



Figure 5.2 Typìcaì Power Spectrum of
of the Output Signal from

the Doppl er Sì gnaì 0btaì ned by Di gi tal Process ing
the Dopoìer Radar Sensors Shown in Fig. 5..l
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5.3 Calibnation of the Flow Field

A direct weighing and timìng technìque was employed in order to

determine the average mass flow rate of wheat in the continuous flow experi-

ments. The average bulk densit.y of the flor^rjnq wheat was calculated from

the fol I owì ng eq. 3.1

M =A xD xVAV AV AV AV

where, Muu is the average mass flow rate in Kg/sec, Auu is the average

area of cross-section ofl the illuminated flow field in m2, Duu is the

average buik density in Kg/m3, and Vuu is the average velocity of

grai ns in m/sec.

The average veloiity of the flowing rnaterial, Vuu, was calculated

from the mean Doppler frequency measured by a frequency counter (Monsanto

Model l05A). A schernatjc diagram and a generaì view of the.frequency

counting arrangement are given in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4, respectively. The

mean Doppìer frequency was also determined from the power spectrum,of the

Doppìer signal . The results wjìl be discussed in 5.5.4(b). The Doppìer

frequency and the veìocity of target are related as fol.l.ows (Skoìnik, i962):

2f
fd=*.gvcose

and he nce

c -,v = ZF- ' fdlcos e

o

where v. js the velocity of moving material in m/s, f¿ is the

frequency Ín Hz, fo ìs the frequency of transmitted beam in Hz,

the velocity of propagation of the electromagnetic waves in m/s,

is the viewing angìe in degrees.

(5.1)

(5.2)

Doppl er

c is

and 0
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Figur"e 5.4 General View-of the Frequency Countìng Árrangement
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In the experiments reported here an averagìnQ tirrìe of 3 sec was

used to calculate the average Doppier frequency. This proved to be

necessary because the Doppìer signal scattered by the bulk flow of wheat

is not steady in tìme. The free falling flo¡r of whêat consists of bunches

rather than à continuous flow. The particìes neither move in one direc-

tion nor have the,y the same velocities. The particìes have random move-

ments, i.e., spinning, bouncing, to and fro motions etc., and have different

scattering properties which make the Doppìer signal complex. Simiìar

resul ts have also been repo.rted (Marshatl and Hitschfeld, 1953) for scat-

tering and attenuation of meteorogicai particles. It t^ras shown that

an instantaneous observation of the received signal elives very Iittle
information.about the precipitation, and the signa'1 at any given'range

has to be averaged until a large nutnber of independent returns have been

recei ved .

Velocity measurements of granular materials by Doppler radar have

been done and reported elsewhere (Hamid, 1975). It was found that,the

frequencìes of the Doppler signaì from single scattering particles were

spread over a finite bandwidth, but the'mean frequency of the Doppìer

spectrum gave accurate values of velocitìes for a given viewing angle. A

simplified diagram showing the reference point for velocity measurements

in the flow field is shown in Fiq. 5.5.

The cross-section area of the flow field was assumed to be the

same as that of the orifice through which the material fell ìn the centre

of the pìastic pipe. Some smaì ì dispersìon occured as the material

passed throuoh the orifice and moved ìn the pipe. The resulting uncertainty

in measurement of the average bulk density due to the change in the cross-

section area of the flow field will be discussed.in 5.4.1.
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Substituting eq. 5.2 into eq. 3.ì

M

n = -_--3r-.:. 2¡ . cos o"av Auu '"c . ¡O -'o (5.3)

and 5.2. The

flow rates of wheat

and rearranqi nq

where symbols carry the same meaning as in eqs. 3.1

average bulk densities calculated for. different mass

are listecl in Table 5.2.

5.4 Experimental Uncertai nty

The uncertainty in caculatìng the average buìk density of wheat

from eq, 5.3 is caused by three uncertainties, naoely in measu.rement.of the

cros.s-section area of the fIow fjeld, in weighing of the granular material,

and in recording the time of flow i.e., starting and stopping the stop

watch synchronously with the flow. The other parameter creating unceitai'nty

in density determination is the velocity of particulate solids which has

been analysed and reported elsewhere (Hamid, 1975).

TABLE 5.2

Averaqe Bulk Densities of Wheat at Different

Flow Rates', Average Veìocìty = 2.2 nlsec

Di ameter of the
Flow Field

(m)

Flow Rate

( kg/se c )

Average Bul k Dens i ty

( ts/m3)

0.05

0.04

0.035

0.03

0 .025

.534

.310

.209

t?¿

.07 4

125.3

il 3.3

98.7

88.0

67 .9
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The uncertainty in determining the RCS comes from unceatainties in

measurement of the di.ameter of a calibrating sphere and in'measurement of

the Rl4S value of the Doppler signal by a RMS voltmeter. Errors in calcu-

iating the RMS value of the Doppler signal by a computer are very small and,

therefore , can be neglected.

A method.bf estimatì.ng uncertainty in experimental results has been

suggested (Kline and McClintock, 1953) in the following form.

If S is a given function of independent variables xl , xZ, x3, ...,
*n

Then

rls = t(î'.,12 * tft w2)2 + ... . (l ,n)t7t/' (s.4)

where Ù'1, ís the uncertainty in the nesult S, 'wl , wr, ,.. and wn are the

uncertainties in the independent varjables.

5.4.1 Density

' The average mass flow rate of the granuìar material is given'by eq. 3.1

M =A xD xVAV AV AV AV

where notations bear the sane meaning as in eq. 3.1 Further

M- av
"av A xVAV âV

while

tuu=T

(5.5)

(5.6)

(s.7)

where l,l is the weight of the material in kg, and T is the time period of

the f'low in seconds.
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Substituting eq. 5.7 into eq. 5.6

D = _r___4,_ (5.8)"av Auu * Vuu r T

where symbols carry the same meaning as ìn eqs. 5.6 and 5.7.

The uncertâinty in the calculation of the density can be found by

differentiatinq eq. 5,8 with respect to independent variables, lll, T, V,

and A as fol I ows:

AD av _ |_¡ü__Ã___;rV .T
AV AV

nouu 
= -aT A V .12'

.AV AV

âDuu- 
- l,lnvuu Auu . vlu . T

'ouu= - l,l
lt\ t""av A -.V .T

AV AV

Hence

âD^ôD^âD
wnuu = t{þ'.,t2 * tþ,r)2 * tþ,ur)' - Jh ,o)2)1/2 (s.e)

$/here, lln is the uncertainty in the average bulk densÍty of particulate .
-'a v

solids, wl, wZ, w' and wO are the uncertainties in the weight of

material , Lime period of the flow, measurenent of the velocity of particulate

soìids and the cross-section area of the flow fieìd, respectively.

The experimentai uncertainty in measurement of the average bulk

densìty of granular materials calculated from eq. 5.9 is given in Table 5.3

for three bul k densities.
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TABLE 5.3

Uncertainties in Measurement of the

Average Bulk Density of l.lheat, Ave.rage Bulk Velocity = 2.2 n/sec

Diameter of the
Flow Field Column

(m)

Avenage. Bu lk
Dens i ty

( ks/m')

Uncertai nty

(%)

0.050

0.035

0.030

125.3

98.7

88. 0

5.6

5.7

6.0

5.4.2 Radar Cross-secti on

If the diameter of the sphere is d + 
^d, 

instead óf d, the RCS

is given b.y

4 ..4 .4 ,d + Ad.3.2 -2o=i.o L3'Ìr(--ll r- (5.r0)

compared wi th

" = * *o r!, t$1312 rz

for the nominal diameter d, where d is the diameter of the sphere and

other symboìs are same as in eq. 3.9. Thus for the diameter of 0;0056m,

the uncertainty of +2.5 x l0-5mcaused an uncertaìnty in o of 3. ì percent.

If the Rl4S value of the Doppler sìgnaì is measur:ed with an uncertainty of
'I percent, the uncertainty in the RCS of column of wheat is 3.25 percent.
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5.5 Conti nuous Flow Experi ments

5.5: I Mul ti pl e Scattering

The continuous flow of párticulate soìids involves a probìem of

rnultiple scattering. The Doppler si.gnal resuìts from contributions. of

signals scattered by a large number of part.icìes. Each scattering

particìe has, in generaì, different scattering properties. Mutual inter-
actions between the scatterers aiso affect the resultant signaì. Fluctua-

tions of the radar cross-section with the viewing aspect add to the

complexity of the problem;. Furthermore, particles move neither in one

direction nor at the same velocity. Randorn movemèntsof particles, along

with the factors discussed above, result in a complex waveform of the

Doppl er s ì gnal .

5.5.2 Averaging Techni que

The discussion in the previous section leads to the conclusion that

the Ínstantaneous Doppler signal conta'ins Iit e informat.ion about the

averagé flow rate of granuläi materials. However, ìong time averages (a

few seconds) of the instantaneous Doppler signais were found to be propor-

tiona:l to avérage bul.k densities. MarshalI and Hitschfield (1953) have

demonstrated the necessity of averaging of instantaneous signals scattered

by meteorogical particles in order to extract the desired information. The

same averaging concept was used by Arts and Roevros (lg7i) to measure blood

flow rate by ultrasonic means.

5.5,3 Analog Siqnal Processing Technique

(a) Circular Cross-section Flow Field - The exneriments werp

performed with wheat falling freely under gravity through plast.ic orifices

of different sizes, pìaced at the top of a plastic pipe, in order to obtain
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djfferent fìot,r rates and hence different bulk densities. The objective

of the experimenbwas to find a relationship between the average RMS value

of the Doppler signal and hence RCS and the avenage density of the flow field.
Figs. 5.6(a), (b), and (c) show the typical recordings of RMS value of the

Doppler signal averaoed for I sec, 3 sec, and 5 sec.

Inspection of Figs. 5.6(a), (b), and (c) reveals that I sec averaging

time is insufficient to obtain reliabie information about the flow field,
However, 3 sec and 5 sec averaging time was found to be sufficient to extract
quantitative information about average flow rates of particulate soiids.

The RMS value of the Doppler síqnal for 'l sec averaging time varied + 9 percent

around the mean value obtained for 5 sec averaqinq time, vrhile.it varied oniy

+ I percent for 3 sec averaging time. As the difference between 3 sec and

S sec averaging for the Doppler sionaì output is smali, therefore, 3 sec

averaging time was considered to be appropriate for retrieving meaningful

information about the flow field.

The RMS values of the Doppler siqnal recorded at different flow

rates having different bulk densities, were used to calculate RCS of columns

of wheat. The RCS of the column of wheat with bulk density of I25.3 kglm3

computed by a digital computer was used as a reference, e.g., it is common

in Figs.5.7(a) and (b). Fig. 5.7(a) shows the RCS as a function of the

average bulk density of wheat. It is evident from this figure that the RCS

varies linearly with the bulk density. The RMS deviation of the experimentai

points from the stráiqht line calculated by ìeast square analysis is equaì

to 1 .2 pe rce nt.

(b) Ring Cross-iection Flow Field - Experiments were also conducted

urith the flow of wheat with a ring shape cross-section having a hollow

space in the centre o.f the flow field. The objective of this test was to
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investigate the effect of the distribution of partìcìes in the f I or,r field
on the Rl4S value of the Doppler signal. As the Dopplàr signai voltage

depends upon the number of scattering particìes moving across the antenna

beam, as long as the shape of the flow fie'ld is circular, and regardless

the air spaces between them, it was found that the RCS of a hollow column of

grain also varies linearly with the densi!y. The RÌrlS dêviation of the

experimental points from the straìght line calculated by ìeast squares

anaiysis is equal to 0.23 percent.

The 'slopes of the characteristic i.e., RCS versus averaqe bulk

density of wheat (processed by analoo technìque) calculated by least

squaresanalysis for different flow field shapes are listed in Tabte b.4.

As the difference between the slopes for circular and ring cross-secti.on

flow fields ìs very smail, therefore, the experìmental values for circular

and ring c"ors-s.ition flow fields were combined.to calculate the sìope of

the characteristic shown in Fig. 5.7(a). The experimental points of RCS

for circular and ring cross-section flow fields of wheat versus thejr
average bulk densities are plotted in Fig. 5.7(a) for the purpose of corn-

parison. The experimentai points fell reasonably well on the straight

line calculated for both flow fields. The aforernentioned .discussion leads

to the concl usion that there is no appreciable effect of the distribution

of particles on the RMS val ue of the Doppter signal .

{c) Elliptical Cross-section Flow Field - Experiments were also

conducted with the fiow field of ellipticaì cross-section. The rnajor

axis of this flow field was 6.2 cm and the minor axjs 3.6 cm. The purpose of

these experiments was to investigate the effect of change ìn shape of the

flow field. Figs. 5.8(a), (b), and (c) show typicaì record,ings of the

RMS value of the Doppler signal for three different relative positions of the

flow field in respect to the antenna beañ.
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TABLE 5,4

Sìopes of the Characteristics (RCS Versus Average Buìk Density of t^iheat

Processed by the Anaìog Technique) Calculated by Least Squares Analysis

For Di fferent Flow Fields.

Shape of the Flow Field Sìope Di fference
(%)

Ci rcui ar Cross-section

Ri ng Cross-section

Circul ar and Ring Cross-section

0.7317

0.7289

0.7304

+0.18

-0.20
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Fig. 5.8 indicates that the Doppler sional depends on relative

positions of the elliptical flow field in respect to the antenna beam.

It is appreciabìy ìarger, i.e., 700 mV at. the averaqe bulk density of

ll0 kg/m', when the antenna beam is parallel to the minor axis of the

flow field, compared with 500 mV and 550 mV when the antenna bean is

paraì lel to the najor axis and at an angle of 45o to_ the major axr's of

the flow fieìd, respectively. Similar results have been reported

(Crispin and Moffett, 1965). It was concl udecl that the RCS of an ellip-
ticaì ogive varied with its orientation in the antenna beam.

5.5.4 Diqital Siqnal Processinq Technique

(a) Pôwer Srrectrum - Doppìer signals recorded on the maEnetic tape

for the continuous flow experiments of wheat, were amplifìed and fed

into a laboratory dlgital computer (DEC pDp-ll) and were digitized at a

rate of 2000 points per second. As indicated in,5.S.3(a) 3 sec time

averaging gives satìsfactory results. Therefore, a group of 6144 .samples

were anaìysed by digitizing six adjacent 1024-sample. time windows. For

illustration Fig. 5.9 shows 1024 poìnts of a digiti2ed Doppler signal

fed to the computer.

The f,ast Fourier transforms were performed on Doppler signaìs to convert

them fronr the time to the frequency domain. Then the power spectrum was

calcuiãted again usino the software of the computer (SPARTA). The prooram desiqn-

ed to perform the FFT and power spectrum using SPARïA LAB Appiications-ll

is given in the Appendix. The area under the power spectrum which is equal

to the square of the RMS value of the Doppler sìgnal was also deter-

mined. Tabie 5.5 shows the average area under the power spectrum curve calcu.la-

ted using th.e 6144 samples. Inspection of Table 5.5 shows that the differ-
ences between. the area under the power spectrum for" the first group of 6144

samples and the hext group tâken from the same signal are small. The differences are
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TABLE 5.5

Area Under the Power Spectrum Curve of the

Doppìer Signal for Different Bulk Densities

Average Bu l.k
Dens i ty
( t<s/m3 )

Samples of the Di gi ti zed
Doppìer Signal Average Area

(Arbitrary Uni ts )

88.0

98.7

I13.3

125.3

71 .0

82.7

92.0

110.8

1795573
17 42561

2014235
2023?04

2 3.l070 3

2293652

2564762
2495225

| 432412
T 44t 040

I6901 l5
1649670

1831226
I84461 3

2l 7350ì
2279443

I - 6144
6145 - 12288

I - 6t44
6.145 - 12288

I - 61 44
6145 - 12288

1 - 6144
6145 - l22BB

I - 6t44
6145 - 12288

r - 6144
6145 - 12288

r - 6144
6145 - 12288

1- 6144
6145 - 12288

Ri ng cross-section flow field
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due to the fact that the Doppier signaì Varies asa result of variations in the

flow field of wheat. Fig. 5..l0 depicts a typìcai pou/er spectrum of the

Doppìer signal shown in Fig, 5.9.

(b) Determination of the Mean Frequency From the Power Spectrum - The

power spectrum depicted in Fig. 5.10 shows clearly that the Doppìer 'siqnal

is not a s.ingìe discrete frequency, which one would expect for a paraìleì

antenna beam and a sinqle scattering particle, but contains other frequenciès

spread within a certain band. The spread of the Doppler frequencies is '¡rel I

known for Doppler radar in navigation (Berger, 1957). In the reported

experiments the spread of Doppler frequencies results from the diver"gent

antenna beam, the presênce of multiple scattering partìcles with random

orientations and from increasing velocity in the free falling flow field.

Various techniques su.ch as short-time autocomelation (Schulthesis

et al ., ì954), frequency discriminations or zero cross ing counting

(Ehrman, 1954), have been employed for the mean frequency measurement of a

random signaì, and the methods based on these techniques have been ètudied.

:lhe mean frequency of the Doppler signal was determined from the power

spectrum. Since the power spectrum is characterized by a reguìar distri-
bution, a frequency comesponding to the peak value of the curve was taken

as a mean frequency. Table 5.6 shows a comparison of averaEe Doþpler

frequencies as determined from power spectra and measured by the frequency

counter method. Table 5.6 shows that the rnean Doopìer frequencies determinerl

from the power spectrum are always higher than the average Doppler fre-

quencies neasured by the frequenc.y counter method. The average shift is
equal to 8.8 percent,. This effect is probabìy due to the fact that the

material falis under qravity and the velocìty increases as it passes across

the antenna beam. In other words, there exists a velocity gradient within



Figure5..ì0TypicalPowerSpectrumof.theDopplerSignalShownintig.5'9
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the antenna beam. This problem of mean frequency shift has also been

studied in measurements of gradients of fluid veìocities in tubular flow

fields by spectral analysìs of the signaì from a laser Doppler flowneter

(Edwards et al ., 1970). Fig. 5.1ì shows a typical po$rer spectrum of the

Doppler signal , where thecursors indicate the mêan frequencies determined

by the two methods discussed.

TABLE 5.6

.Comparison of Mean Frequencies Measured b.y the

Frequency Counter Method and Caìcuìated From Power Spectra

lvlean frequency Mean freq uency
Average bulk measured by the measured on power Difference from

density frequency countpr spectÈum curve the average shift
(Lglm3) (Hz) (Hz) (%)

ItE 2

ì 18.4

113.3

ll0.B

98.6

92.0

87.8

7l .0

118.7

117 .9

118.2

rlB.B

llB.4

118.3

118.2

'I t8.l

129.1

130. B

129.6

i3l .4
.l31 

.6

130.7

132.5

129.8

1.4

-0.4

0.7

-0. 3

-0.6

-0.08

-l .4

0.4

Ri ng Cross-section Flow Field

(c) tljdth of the Spectrum - The discussion in the previous section

leads to the conclusion that Doppìer signals are not of a singie discrete

frequency but contain spectra of frequencìes. The width of the Doppler

spectrum is given by eq. 3.2



Figure 5.ì1 Typi ca1 Pot'ier
for the fie an

Spectrum of the Doppìer Signaì' Showìng Poéitions of Cursors
Frequencies Determination by Two Different l4eth0ds
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^rd 
= S l.o.1s - ^$ r - cos (e - ?,, (5.r )

where LøZ is the two way, 3dB bearnu¡ìdth. The other symbols carry the

same meaning as in eq. 3.2.

The .standard devi ati on is

^f,r\- = .-d:'Lnc, sin 0"t .al-

where À is the free space wavelength in m, v is the velocity vector

magni.tude in m/sec, 0 is the angìe between the velocity vector and the

centre of the antenna beam in degrees. Table 5.7 gives a comparison of

widths of Doppler spectra and standard deviations calculated theoretically

and determined from power spectra obtained experimentalìy.

TABLE 5.7

Comparison of 'the Theoretical Half Power Spectral l¡li dth

AfO and Standard Deviation ôfd with Experimental

Values Deternined from Power Spectra
**

Theoretical AfO = 21 .g tr Theore"tical 6ro = 10.9 Hz

Di fference Betr,,een
Average Buì k Experimental and

Dertsity Experimental Af, Experimentaì ôr. Theoretical ôr

(ts/m3) (Hz) 
o 

(Hz) 'd (%) 'd

125.30 20.3 10.2 - 6.4

98.61 19.8 g.g - g.2

87.86 l9.5 9.8 -t0.0

82.68 23.8 11.9 + 9.2

Calculated assuming 
.l2" as 3 dB points for the antenna utilized in

these experiments
*Ri nq cross-sectìon flow field
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(d) Radar Cross-section Vers6 lte¡ Under Power Spectrum Curve - The

area under the.power spectrum curve t^las determined by a digital computer

(DtC PDP-1.l) using software of the computer (SPARTA). As indicated in

eq. 3..l0 Simpson's formula was used to calculate the area.

As shown in 3.5.2 the RCS of columns of wheat havinq different hulk

densities were calculated using the area under power spectrum curves of

the Doppler signa'l from a metallic calibrating sphere used as a standard

cross-section and comparing it with the area under power spectrum curve

of Doppìer siqnal from the target of interest.

. The slopes of the characteristic i.e.,.RCS versus average bulk

density of wheat (processed by the digital technique) .calculated by least

square anaìysis for d.ifferent flow field shapes are listed l'n Table 5.8.

It is evident from Table 5.8 that the difference between the slopes for

circular and ring cross-section flow fields is very smal1. Therefore,

the experimental points for both fiow fields were combined to calculate

the sìope of the final characteristic. The values of the RCS as a function

of averaqe bulk densities of wheat calcuiated from the spectra are plotted

ìn Fig. 5.7(b). Fig. 5.7(b) shows cìeari.y that experimental' points for

both flow fields fell reasonably well on the stráight line calculated by the

'least squares technique. This verifies the thesis that the RCS of a

column of grain depends linearly on the average bulk density of the

parti cuì ate sol i rls .



TABLE 5.8

Sìopes of Characteristics (RCS Versus Average Buik Density of

of l,lheat Processed by the Digital Technique) Calculated

by Least Square Anaìysis for Different Flow Fields

Shape irf the Flow Field Slope re nce
%)

Di ffe
(

Ci rcul ar eross-secti on

Ri ng Cross-section

Circular and Ring cros s -s ect i on

.0.7201

0. 7t 39

c.7175

+0. 36

.-0.50



CHAPTER VI

cO¡t cLUs i 0Ns

A need for accurate measurements of mass flow rates of particulate

solids in aqriculture as well as jn other industries was pointed out and

the potential for a flowmeter r^rorkinq on the principle of the Doooler effect

was considered in some greater cletail. It is evjdent from this research

that a Doppler radar flqwmeter carì neasure continuousl.y the mass flow iate

of particulate solicls in hostile environments and difficult situations with

good accuracy. The main advantacles of the meter arethat it does not require

any mechanìcaì probe to be introduced into the.flolv. field, contains no

movinE parts and hence is obstructionless. If the cross-sectional area of

the flow field, which depends upon the calibration of the flowmeter, is

known, the mass flow rate can be computecl by mqìtiplyìno the average buìk

density, by the averaqe bulll velocity and l,y the cross-sectional area of the

r low tleld.

The bulk densit.y of the wheat used jn the exþerjments was determined by a

direct rveic¡hinq technìque. The uncertainty founci in the measurement of the

bulk density by this method.was not more than 6 percent in any case.

A monostatic configuration was empìoyed throuqhout the experime.nts

usìng a viel^rìng angìe of 42.5'. ,An advantaqe of the monostatic confiquratìon

is that onlv one site js required as compared with the two sites of the

bistatic confìguration, which makes the flowmeter more economical and suit-

able folindustrial'appl icatìons.

Doppler siqnals from the flowmeter vrere analysed b.y two independent

processinq systems: an analoq systern (on 1ìne) and a djqital system (off line).

It r.ras found that due to semi-random movements of particìes in the 'flow field,
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the Doppler signaìs vrere of a very complex waveform and ins.tantaneous

signals did not accord any useful jndication about the densit-v of

partìculate solids. However, an inteEration time of 3. seconds was

found appropriate to extract informations about the average buìk density

of granuìar material from the Doppler signal . The power spectrum of

the Doppìer signals provìded inportant information about the parameters

of the flow field. The average area under the power spectrum curve

which is equal to the square of the RMS value of the diqitized Doppler

signal was found proportional to the average bulk densìty of particuìate

solids. The me¿rü Doppler frequency nhich is proportìonaì to the average

buìk velocity of the flowing materÍal was found shifted, for all investi-

gated flow rates, by about 9 percent in respect to the frequency of the

peak of the power spectrum.

High accuracy, fast response, no obstructions in the flow field,

l inearity over wide ranges of velocities and bulk densities, suìtabiìity

for different granulations of particulate solids, absence of movìng

parts, simplicity and low cost nake this flowmeter a versatile instrument

for a variety of industrial applications'
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APPENDI X

A computer program was deveìoped for calculating the oower spectrum

of Doppler siqnals using software package (SPARTA) of the djgital conputer

PDP- I I . The program i s gi ven as fol I ornrs :

R ADRKOS* l'lsDATl /R ! 5/S ! I 3304=
R GSPART

BBU 52 Fl t024
MOP

MSDAT]
MrN Sl 1024 I rl
DDI Sì
DLO

BSU 52 52
FFT SI
FPOSlS2Fl
MCL

MOP

I ¡-
MOU FI O]
[,]cL
BSU FI F]
MOP

=Tl
sAD Fl i000000
I'rIN Fl 60 30 Il
DDI. FI 60
DCU

DCV

BSM NP

BIN FI A

to


